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Abstract—Checking of a program conformity with a contract specification is a hard problem. Usually this check requires high time and memory expenses. This work describes a technique that allows to lower verification costs through usage of some information known by people who verify a program and contains suggestions of the way how to organize it.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays a lot of computer systems perform quality critical tasks. It means that bad quality of work of these systems can lead people’s deaths and injuries or financial losses. That’s why such systems need to be verified.

Verification requires checked properties and possibly some additional info to be specified in some formal language. Such collection of formal statements is called a formal specification. Formal specification has precisely defined semantics which is used by a verification instrument.

There is a lot of ways of verification. They vary on resources requirements and quality of a result. Formal static verification differs from e.g. testing in confidence of specification conformity in case of positive verification verdict. Unlike the model checking this approach can be used for verification of a target system itself but not its model. Also, this approach can be used for a wide class of target systems (e.g. for checking of embedded systems).

There are many types of specifications. Contract specifications [1] is a popular type which has a lot of supporting instruments. Contract specification is a set of statements of the following types:

- **precondition** is a condition which holding is required for an operation (function, method, subroutine) execution; e.g. a function of real square root computation will have a non-negativity of its argument as a precondition;
- **postcondition** is a condition which have to be held at the end of an operation execution; the square root function can have a condition that the result multiplied by itself must be equal to the input argument as a postcondition;
- **invariant** is a condition that have to be held at some time or on some events arising.

Instruments of contract-based static verification reduce the program correctness proving task to the task of satisfiability of some typed predicates (these predicates contain some operations and relations of some typed values).

Satisfiability is a laborious task. This task is usually not solved manually because of usually big number of predicates which satisfiability have to be proved. Also manual proofs are not stable to changes of program, so it cannot be used during the program development. That’s why automatic or automated solvers are used for such tasks (e.g. SMT-solvers [2]).

II. MOTIVATION

Specification itself is usually not enough for successful verification of a correct program. For example, Floyd methods [3] and Hoare rules [4] expect each loop to be marked by a loop invariant (a predicate which is hold before each loop condition check). Ability and time of proving highly depends on which loop invariants are chosen.

But even if every loop has an invariant allowing to prove a program correctness it may be not enough for the successful verification.

A person that wants to prove a program correctness has to add lemmata and assertions to a specification to help solver. These additions may reflect different properties of data and its operations which solver it not able to understand itself. *For instance, if we have a* $f : \text{List} \rightarrow \text{Multiset}$ *operation and List and Multiset types have an addition operation (concatenation and union correspondingly), then lemma of linearity of $f$ relatively to the addition operation will have form of* $\forall l_1, l_2 : \text{List} \cdot f(l_1 + l_2) = f(l_1) + f(l_2)$.

These lemmata are conjuncted with a precondition during proving of a fact that a precondition implies a postcondition ($p_{\text{pre}} \land p_{\text{lemma1}} \implies p_{\text{post}}$). This allows lemmata statements to be used in the verification process.

Assertions are similar to lemmata but unlike them are defined inside operations and hold only inside them. Consequently, assertions can represent properties connected with local data and also consider a precondition to be held (be implied by it). Assertions also are conjuncted with a precondition for the verification process.

There are some instruments that support the described correctness proving technique and can be used for the formal static verification of software e.g. frama-c [5] and Dafny [6].

Lemmata and assertions often are statements with the universal quantifier.
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One of the main difficulties of the satisfiability problem solving is a successful usage of such statements. The way how to instantiate an expression of the quantifier is not defined by algorithms that are used in solvers [7]. But effectivity of satisfiability proving highly depends on how instantiation is performed. There are some heuristic methods of instantiation that increase the proving speed [8, 9] but they give positive results not often in the practice. That’s why verification usually requires high resources amount (both time and memory).

There can be a lot of lemmata but not all of them are required for a check of each postcondition. But still, solver will try to instantiate useless statements with the universal quantifier. This can considerably increase proving costs.

This work offers a technique that makes verification easier by reducing of quantified statements usage in lemmata and assertions and also by limiting of usage of useless lemmata.

### III. Suggested technique

Technique is based on the fact that a person who is trying to verify a program unlike modern solvers usually knows namely which lemmata help or can help for the postcondition or invariant checking. Also he usually understands how a statement with the universal quantifier should be instantiated to use lemma properly.

Consider a lemma of linearity of a \( f \) function from the example above. To prove that removing of the first element from a list leads a multiset of its elements to decrease its size by one, it is enough to take a sublist containing only the first element of the original list as \( l_1 \) and a tail of the list as \( l_2 \).

To use such knowledge it is offered to rewrite lemmata that are formed like

\[
\forall x_1 : X_1, x_2 : X_2, \ldots, x_n : X_n \\
\cdot A(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) \implies P(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n)
\]

as pure functions of form \( t : X_1 \times X_2 \times \cdots \times X_n \to \emptyset \) and having the \( A(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) \) predicate as a precondition and the \( P(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) \) predicate as a postcondition. Pre- and postconditions have the same set of parameters because of a function purity and the fact that it does not return any value. Let’s call functions of the described type that represent some lemma a function-lemma.

Such lemmata representation allows to move statements that help to prove a lemma but useless for proving other lemmata, inside the function-lemma. That makes solver’s task easier because it reduces count of statements that it can but shouldn’t use. That allows to reduce verification costs.

Besides, this representation allows to use once proved lemma without rewriting a proof. There’s a lack of such ability in existing instruments, e.g. in frame-c [3]. This fact makes lemmata usage difficult and increases a solver’s work amount.

But still, if the lemmata meaning isn’t changed, namely that all lemmata can be used for the verification, the problem of instantiation of parameters (the same problem with the problem of instantiation of quantifier variables) remains. To solve this problem it is suggested to use lemmata only in places pointed by a person that verifies a program (except situation mentioned below).

When some lemma is pointed to be used, parameters of the function-lemma have to be explicitly defined. At the place of pointing applicability of the lemma should be checked (through the function-lemma’s precondition check) and if the check is successful the main lemma statement (represented by the function-lemma postcondition) have to be considered to be held (because the lemma is proved separately).

Such lemmata usage can be both standalone and inside a composite statement.

No statements with the universal quantifiers appear where they are not needed if such lemmata semantics is used. If statements with the universal quantifier are essential, then instantiation variants count is not increased comparing to the existing lemmata semantics. Moreover, verificating person can considerably decrease this count if he thinks that it is enough for proving. Consequently verification resources requirements are decreased if lemmata are used properly.

However usage of the described semantics can reduce proving quality (compared to the existing semantics) when lemmata are used improperly. To make this semantics to be not worse that the existing one, it is modified.

If proof that uses pointed by a man function-lemmata is unsuccessful, then statements of function-lemmata can be interpreted as statements with the universal quantifier and after that proving should be continued. So if a program correctness can be proved without usage of the suggested technique, then it can be done with the suggested technique too. In that case difference of verification resources expenses will be not big because the suggested technique does not increase instantiation variants count (and often decreases it up to the single one).

Right function-lemmata usage can considerably decrease the verification expenses of a correct program because it eliminates usage of statements with the universal quantifier and usage of useless lemmata.

Moreover this technique allows to use named properties in a convenient way. This allows to standardize and describe lots of widely used data and operation properties.

For instance, consider a lemma of the square operation \( \text{sqrt} : \text{real} \to \text{real} \) being converse to the square root operation \( \sqrt{\cdot} : \text{real} \to \text{real} \). Let the lemma be named \( \text{sqrtToSqrtConversity} \). It has a single parameter, let it be named \( x \). The precondition will be \( x \geq 0 \), and the postcondition will be \( \sqrt{\text{sqrt}(x)} = x \).

Consider an operation that has an argument \( a \) and a property of \( \text{sqrt} \) being converse to \( \sqrt{\cdot} \) to have to be held for this argument. Then the \( \text{sqrtToSqrtConversity}(a) \) statement should be added as a precondition. If some operation returns a numbers set \( s \) which all are numbers that the converse property have to be applicable to, then if is enough to write \( \forall x \in s \cdot \text{sqrtToSqrtConversity}(x) \) as a postcondition.

Consider a function evaluating \((\sqrt{x} + \sqrt{y})^2\). Then to prove a property of “\( y = 0 \) implies the result to be equal to \( x \)” we can use the \( \text{sqrtToSqrtConversity} \) lemma with the \( x \) number as a parameter (also the \( \text{sqrt}(0) = 0 \) property will
IV. CASE STUDY

Considering existing instruments, Dafny [6], a static verification instrument, partially supports the suggested technique. It supports an ability of defining of functions that can be used as a function-lemma. However these functions cannot be used inside composite statements. That fact does not allow to use some technique abilities.

These limited abilities were, however, enough to prove permutation correctness of the Shell sort algorithm [10] with Sedgewick coefficients [11] using acceptable time (approx. 10 min.) and memory (approx. 300 MB) amount. Author hasn’t managed to do this without the suggested technique using up to 3 hours and 4 GB of memory.

V. CONCLUSION

A technique that widens ability of automatic verification instruments (on appropriate instruments modernization) was suggested.

This technique was used in practice, as far as it is possible using existing instruments. The technique allowed to prove a program correctness which couldn’t be done without usage of this technique.
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